I. Introduction
Cross sections for charge-changing collisions between heavy ions are relevant to proposed heavy-ion fusion schemes requiring storage rings to accumulate the required beam intensity. The 1 oss of ions by collisions not only limits the beam intensity that can be achieved, but also may cause damage to the storage ring walls. These problems have been discussed previously in detail in workshops on heavy ion fusi on. 1 Cs + is a candidate for a heavy-ion-fusion driver since it has a relatively large Z and a closed shell electronic configuration. Previous experimental work on Cs+-Cs+ collisions, with crossed ion beams, has been reported by Dunn In this paper we present cross-section measurements for Cs + -Cs + collisions by using a cesium plasma as a target for a cesium ion beam. 7
The beam is passed through the plasma, and collisions resulting in forma- across the plasma column by a motor driven assembly and data was taken every 100 ms. A typical plasma density profile is shown in Fig. 3 .
Other measurements, with the probe position fixed and the probe bias varied from -10 to +10 volts, yielded the electron temperature and the plasma potential. With these parameters and the Laframboise theory 13 -15 of current collection to a probe, we were able to calculate the plasma density from the ion saturation current collected by the probe. On the basis of experimental results from other groups it is believed· that this analysis is accurate to within * 30 percent in determining the absolute value of the plasma density. 16 , 17 The uncertainty in the line density is the major source of systematic error in the experiment.
When beam data were being taken the probe position was fixed at the peak in the plasma density, and the ion saturation current was collected for the beam data collection time to yield a one-point determination of the plasma density. This was compared with the integrated plasma radial line density ( Fig. 3 ) and resulted in a conversion factor between the plasma density measured at one point and the integrated radial line density. Measurements over many runs indicated that this method was accurate to within * 13 percent.
It should be noted that the plasma target contained electrons, a possible 11 Contaminant.
11
However the electron thermal energy in the 1 aboratory frame was approximately 0.25 eV, and the electron energy in the frame of the projectile cesium ion for stationary electrons in the lab frame was approximately 1.06 eV. Thus the electron energy was significantly below the threshold for ionization of the Cs+ ion (25.1 eV), and the electrons in the target could not produce Cs++.
-5 -
The plasma was chopped mechanically to separate background effects from plasma effects. The chopper consisted of a rotating offset disk driven by a motor. Cams located on the drive shaft determined the chopper orientation, and micro switches were used to gate the electronic counters when the plasma was completely on or completely off. No data were accumulate~ when the plasma was partially on or off.
C. Beam Analysis
The target and analysis chambers are shown in Fig This is reasonable on the basis of the ionization potentials of Cs+ and Cs ++ si nee the secondary electron yield is dependent on the projectile ionization potential in this velocity range. 19 The current density of the beam was shown to be uniform, and the measured detector efficiency versus count rate is shown in Fig. 5 .
All subsequent experiments were performed with count rates to the secondary emission detector bel ow 10 4 counts/sec to ensure 100 percent detector efficiency. The detector also was checked for uniformity of response over the aperture; it was found to be flat.
D. System Checks
To check the transmission efficiency of the overall system and to check the collection efficiency of the secondary emission detector, a movable gas cell was designed to simulate the collision region of the plasma. Xenon was chosen as the working gas since the value of a 12
was known from other experiments 9 -11 , and because of its electronic similarity to Cs+.
The geometrical 1 ength of the cell was 5 em, corresponding to the diameter of the plasma. It was attached to a 19-mm-diam tube which was welded to a flange such that a capacitance manometer and a gas inlet connector could be attached to the tube. A small tube ran from the gas inlet connector to the bottom of the 1 arge tube near the gas cell -7 -
to ensure that the gas cell and capacitance manometer were at the same pressure when the gas flow was steady. That is, no conductance corrections had to be made.
The large diameter tube was mounted to a movable vacuum seal which allowed vertical motion and rotation of the gas cell. The flange with the vacuum seal was connected to the plasma vacuum chamber with a stainless steel bellows; the gas cell could be tilted with four adjustment rods to align it with the beam trajectory in the magnetic field.
Alignment of the gas cell could not be done optically since the beam traveled along a curved path. Therefore, all gas-cell alignments were done by monitoring the incident ion beam current with the Faraday cup in the analysis chamber and moving the gas cell with the adjustment rods until the beam current was the same with and without the gas cell ·present. This was accompli shed by tuning up a given energy beam and then 1 oweri ng the gas cell into position. Minor adjustments of the pre-target deflection plates and the magnetic field, as well as the position of the gas cell, usually were sufficient to let all of the beam get through the cell. The entrance aperture of the gas cell was 5.08-mm diameter and the exit aperature was 6.35-mm diameter. These apertures were 1 arge enough to not interfere with the beam yet small enough to have a small conductance which allowed the gas in the cell to reach pressures measurable with the capacitance manometer.
The experiments with the movable gas cell were performed with 150 + keV Cs beams. Since the pressures in the target and analysis regions
were too large to operate the SED in the normal mode when the gas cell was operating at the highest pressures, another way to detect Cs++ had to be devised. This was done by connecting all leads to the SED -8 -
together and connecting an electrometer to the emitter electrode. Thus the SED could also be operated as a Faraday cup.
The beam was swept vertically past the gas cell with the aid of the pre-target deflector plates with and without Xenon in the gas cell. The Cs + and Cs ++ currents were monitored and the results are shown · in Fig. 6 . This showed that there was a plateau region for Cs++ detec-. + ti on which coincided with that for Cs call ecti on and confirmed the ++ fact that the SED was 1 arge enough to call ect all Cs • Secondary electron effects were responsible for the spikes near the detector edges.
As a check on the overall system, the cross section for the reaction + ++ Cs + Xe ~ Cs was measured and compared with published results.
Operating in the plateau region, the gas cell pressure was varied from ++ . zero to 5 mi 11 i torr and the Cs current was measured as a functon of gas cell pressure. The fraction of the incident beam converted to Cs++ was computed from the equation
where Ics+(p=O) is the incident beam current measured with zero gas pressure in the gas cell. Final operating parameters for each energy were determined by tuning up the beam with the gas cell in place. Thus there was a unique set of -9 -tune parameters (magnetic field, deflector voltage) for each energy.
This ensured that the beam traversed the plasma on the same trajectory for each energy.
The half angle acceptance of the SED was measured to be 1.5° in the laboratory frame. It is believed that this angle was sufficient for energies greater than or equal to 150 keV (75 keV in the center-of-mass frame), si nee there was no appreciable difference between the measurements of a 12 in Xe for these gas cell experiments and the results from 
E. Cs+ -Cs+ Experiment
The Cs++Cs+ experiments were performed after the series of . ++ plot of F vs plasma target thickness is shown in Fig. 8 . The ++ . results show a 1 i near increase of F with plasma target thickness, consistent with single particle collision conditions. The slope of this 1 i ne was determined by a 1 east squares fit and yielded a 12 , the cross section for electron loss in Cs+ + Cs+ collisions.
The beam was swept across the plasma to confirm the operating points (magnetic field, deflector voltage) for each measurement. Figure 9 shows a plot of the relative cross section versus deflector voltage for a 160 keY Cs+ beam. The plot shows a reasonable plateau. If trajectories along chords of the plasma are taken into account, then the plateau is even better. This lends further support to the adequacy of the detector acceptance angle in this energy range. Beam sweeps at lower energies were performed, but the combination of lower plasma densities (due to lower magnetic fields) and lower cross sections gave poor_ signal-to-noise ratios and less clear .cut evidence of a plateau.
However data were taken at the 1 ower energies by operating at the properly sealed steering parameters. The added uncertainty in the 1 ow energy results is discussed in the next section.
-11 - Cs . + Cs collisions are tabulated in Table 1 and plotted in Fig. 10 . The relative standard errors quoted for center-of-mass energies above and ineluding 70 keV are based on the uncertainties described in Sec. II; that is, the :t13 percent uncertainty in plasma line density was added in quadrature to the 1 east square fit error in the slope determination to arrive at the final relative un~ertainty in the cross section for a particular run. The results in Table 1 were obtained by computing the weighted averages of the results for all runs at the same energy;
between two and four measurements were made at each energy. There is an additional absolute error of 30 percent assumed for all points due to the absolute determination of the plasma density by the Langmuir-probe techniques.
-12 - Analysis chamber in final configuration as attached to the target chamber with bellows.
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